l~ow shocks have been fou]ld not oIIly around runaway 0}1 stars (Gull and Sofia 1979, VM) Catalog and derived data for the candidates are presented ill table 2, which is organized in the following way: the first four columm give name, spectra] tyl )e, right ascension and . declination (J2000) of the runaway stars, respectively, ColuInns (5) and (6) contain the galactic coordinates and column (7) the apparent visual magnituclc. ColumII (8) Before lnoving 011 to the excess fraction iIJ the ncm-runaway saIn]Jle we now examine the differences ill the catalogucd properties of the two groups of stars just to verify that it is reaso)lablc to call OIIC the runaway sa]n]de and the other the IIoll-ruuaways. 
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